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PolyRex MAXI polymer make-up unit
Technical specification

BASIC MACHINE DESIGN:

Machine capacity:
� Max. preparation capacity at 0,5 % or 0,25% stock solution concentration and 60-

45 min. maturing time.
� Max. allowed stock solution viscosity, 2000 cp. (mPas).
� Min. required constant potable water pressure, 4,0 bar.

0,5% solution 0,25% solution Drawing nr
PolyRex Maxi 11 (2 x 5,5 m³) 20,7 - 25,5 kg /h 11,1 - 14,0 kg /h 008615-A
PolyRex Maxi 16 (2 x 8,0 m³) 27,4 - 33,0 kg /h 15,1 - 18,6 kg /h 008617-A
PolyRex Maxi 23 (2 x 11,5 m³) 34,8 - 41,0 kg /h 19,7 - 23,8 kg /h 008619-A

Support stand incl. a 30 dm³ powder hopper with Plexiglass cover.

Feeder 182 poly with a helical worm geared motor and an outlet gate to prevent
moisture from reaching the polymer powder.

Dissolver cone Tomal Ø 300 with a water ejector to thoroughly mix and transport
the solution to the preparation tank.

Preparation water armatures, Shut-off valve, pressure reducing valve, filter,
pressure switch, solenoid valve and constant flow regulator valve.

Preparation/Maturing tank, including an agitator with a helical worm geared motor
and pressure transmitter 4-20mA (high/low dry running protection for transfer
pump).

Transfer pump, for accurate and gentle transport of the polymer solution. A Seepex
positive displacement pump provided with a helical geared motor. Pump body in
carbon steel, stator in hypalon, rotor and other parts in contact with the media in
stainless steel. The pump is being mounted on a separate support stand.
Inclusive flanges in aluminium and butterfly valve on discharge side.
Inclusive pipe work in PVC from the preparation tank to the stock tank.
Inclusive automatics but exclusive wiring to the control panel.
Pump size: Seepex BN 17-6L
Capacity (dm³/h): 30 000
Motor power (kW): 5,5

Stock/Dosing tank, provided with pressure transmitter 4-20mA (high/low/dry
running protection for dosing pump) and shut-off valves for pump connection and
bottom drain.
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Electrical equipment with automatics for all components in the scope of supply.
Internal wiring to all components on the powder preparation support. Wiring to
agitator, level switches, pumps, dilution water equipment and to other equipment not
mounted on the powder preparation support is not included.
� User friendly controls via Siemens S7 PLC.
� Control panel and wiring according to SS-EN 60204-1.
� Supply voltage: 3 x 400/230 V, 50 Hz.
� Control voltage: 24 V, 50 Hz.

Wet test performed at our works before despatch.

Documentation, 3 pcs in English according to the 89/392 EEC directive.
The machine design does comply with the essential health and safety requirements
of the 89/392 EEC ‘machinery directive’.

Materials and surface treatment:
The feeder, support and powder hopper are made of carbon steel SS 1312,
(FE 360 BFN), painted with 40 µm alkyd primer and 80 µm acrylic top coat.
Colour:  According to NCS 3560-R75B medium blue.
(Closest colour in RAL system is 5002).
The preparation tank, stock tank, agitator and dissolver cone are made of stainless
steel SS 2333 (AISI 304), and blasted with glass pellets.
Motors, gears, vacuum conveyor, pumps and control panel etc. are treated according
to suppliers’ standard.
The water armatures are made from brass, whilst all pipe work is PVC.

Standard and norms:
� Tomal AB is certified acc. to SS-EN ISO 9001
� Approval testing of welders SS-EN 287-1
� ”Grosser Eignungsnachweiss” DIN 18 800-7, Abs. 6.2, DIN 18 801
� Control panel and wiring according to SS-EN 60204-1
� Guidance on quality levels for imperfections SS-EN 5817-D
� Implemented quality contracts with all important suppliers

ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT

Powder hopper, 100 dm³:
The hopper is foreseen with sight glasses for high and low level.
Prepared for vacuum conveyor connection.

Powder hopper, 200 dm³:
The hopper is foreseen with sight glasses for high and low level.
Prepared for vacuum conveyor connection.
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Powder vacuum conveyor:
For dust free filling of polymer powder directly from the package. The vacuum
conveyor is fitted to the top of the powder hopper and comes with 3 m hose and
suction nozzle.
Electrical installation with a switch on the control panel.
Motor: 1 x 220 - 250 V / 50 - 60 Hz / 1,4 kW.
Capacity: 10 - 15 kg polymer powder/min.
(The vacuum conveyor is only available in combination with extended powder
hopper volume i.e. min. 100 / 200 dm³.)

Powder hopper level switch:
For alarm indication by low powder level. The level switch is situated in the 30 dm³
powder hopper, integrated in the support stand. Including mounting and electrical
installation with an alarm lamp on the control panel.

Big-bag table (drawing no 008616-A/ 008618-A/ 008620-A):
For Big-bag handling, the standard support is replaced by Tomals Big-bag table.
Lifting yoke is not included.

Big-bag table with adjustable support stand:
The Big-bag table is fitted with an adjustable support stand for hanging of the Big-
bag. Maximum load 1000 kg. Including lifting yoke with special design suitable for
the adjustable support stand.

Big-bag table with hoist stand for lifting hoist (drawing no 009935-009942):
Big-bag table for easy Big-bag handling with a hoist beam prepared for a lifting
hoist.
Maximum load 1000 kg. Lifting yoke is not included.

Big-bag support stand for vacuum transport (drawing no 007972-A):
Big-bag support stand for a separate big bag. Including connection for vacuum
conveyor suction nozzle. The support stand can be mounted nearby a std vacuum
conveyor support. Maximum load 1000 kg. Including lifting yoke with special design
suitable for the adjustable support stand.

Automatic refill of Big-bag support stand for vacuum transport:
Automatics in the control panel for refilling of the Big-bag support stand from the
powder hopper of the std support stand via the vacuum conveyor. Incl. a powder
hopper level switch mounted as high level indicator in the 100/200 dm³ powder
hopper.

Lifting yoke for Big-bags:
Lifting yoke to hold the Big-bags. Maximum load 1000 kg.
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Manually operated lifting hoist for Big-bag handling:
Chain hoist for manual lifting of the Big-bag and manual transporting sideways.
Maximum load 1000 kg.

Electrically operated lifting hoist for Big-bag handling:
Chain hoist for electrical Big-bag handling vertically and transporting sideways.
One electrical motor for each transport is included. Maximum load 1000 kg.
Lifting capacity: 4 / 1 m/min.
Drive capacity: 20 / 5 m/min.
Supply voltage: 3 x 400/230 V, 50 Hz.

Liquid polymer preparation equipment:
In order to be able to choose between the use of powder or liquid polymer. A Seepex
positive displacement pump equipped with a 0,25 kW motor is placed on the support
stand next to the feeder. The connection between pump and dissolver cone as well as
hose with a bottom non-return valve to be inserted into the neat polymer tank is
included.
The neat polymer tank is not included. The customer must mount a dry running level
switch as a protection for the feed pump in the tank. It is not included. (Quoted upon
request).
Including mounting and automatics in the control panel.
Pump size: 012-12MD
Capacity (dm³/h): 75
Motor power (kW): 0,25

Dosing pump (signal control / freq. converter):
For accurate and gentle dosing of the polymer solution. A Seepex positive
displacement pump provided with a helical geared motor suitable for signal control
0/4-20 mA by an ABB frequency converter mounted in the control panel. Pump body
in carbon steel, stator in hypalon, rotor and other parts in contact with the media in
stainless steel.
The pump is being mounted on a separate support stand.
Inclusive automatics but exclusive wiring to the control panel.
Pump size: Seepex 5-6LBN
Capacity (dm³/h): 1400 - 8400 (13 -  75 Hz)
Motor power (kW): 1,5
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Dilution water equipment incl. static mixer mod. 98:
For diluting the stock solution (0,5 %) to a lower concentration, a final dosing
solution. The equipment is connected to the preparation water line.
Water equipment; Solenoid valve, regulation valve, flowmeter and non-return valves
(one non-return valve for the dosing pump connection). The equipment also contains
a static mixer mod.98 in stainless steel, to achieve a homogenised solution from
stock solution and the dilution water. The mixer is placed in the dosing line, after the
dilution water/dosing pump connection. Incl. mounting on a separate support for wall
mounting, alternatively mounting on the dosing pump support. If the dilution water
equipment is mounted on a support for wall mounting the connections to the dosing
pump is not included. Inclusive automatics for the solenoid valve. Exclusive wiring
to control panel.
Capacity: 8.000 - 25.000 dm³/h
Capacity: 9.600 - 30.000 dm³/h

Metering gauge:
For adjustment and control of the dosing pump capacity. The metering gauge, which
comprises a graded Plexiglas tube with a shut-off valve, is mounted on the dosing
tank. The pump capacity can easily be calculated by measuring the time it takes to
pump the solution through the Plexiglas tube.

Electromagnetic flowmeter:
For easy and accurate measuring of the dosing pump capacity, an electromagnetic
flowmeter is mounted in the dosing line prior to the dilution water system (if present)
and electrically connected. Calibration has to be made on-site by the customer.
� Fischer+Porter Copa XF. The flowmeter is equipped with a pulse output,

current output 0/4...20mA without local display.
� Fischer+Porter Copa XF. The flowmeter is equipped with a pulse output,

current output 0/4...20mA and a digital display mounted in the control panel of
the polymer make-up unit.

Booster pump:
For boosting up the pressure of the incoming water to the PolyRex-unit, a Grundfos
CR multistage in-line centrifugal pump is used. The pump boosts the water pressure
up approx. 2 bar to the  - for the PolyRex unit - required 3 bar. The pump is fitted to
the support stand and completely connected with piping, wiring and automatics in the
control panel. Combined inlet for preparation and dilution water (if present).

Delivery without PLC and pressure transmitters 4-20mA:
� Control panel: The Siemens S7 PLC is replaced with relay automatics and a

manual timer for setting the acctual dosing time in seconds.
� Preparation / Maturing tank: The pressure transmitter is replaced with float level

switches for detection of high-/ low level and dry-running protection.
� Stock / Dosing tank: The pressure transmitter is replaced with float level switches

for detection of high-/ low level and dry-running protection.
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Metering gauge:
For adjustment and control of the dosing pump capacity. The metering gauge, which
comprises a graded Plexiglas tube with a shut-off valve, is mounted on the dosing
tank. The pump capacity can easily be calculated by measuring the time it takes to
pump the solution through the Plexiglas tube.
(The metering gauge is only needed in combination with PolyRex units with relay
automatics and float level switches)

Power consumption: max.      kW
Water consumption: max.      m³/h , potable water.
Constant water pressure: min. 4 bar

For further information, please see our brochure "Tomal Polymer make up unit
PolyRex”.


